Lifestile is a premium stone coated brand, steel roofing tiles marketed by ALAF limited. Your trusted name in innovative roofing
Solutions over the last 50 years.

• 1/6 the weight of traditional clay and concrete tiles hence it is lighter.
• ZincAL Base: lasts longer than other galvanised options
•	The best stone coating with the finest stone grain size hence less retention of dust and moisture which breed mold and fungi.
• Water can be safely harvested off a Lifestile roof
The brand is a delicately crafted fusion between the beauty and class of the tile profile together with the strength lightness and
life of ZincAL steel.

The Profile

Lifestile is available in a trusted and familiar tile profile which is covered in a rich base coat into which selected fine grain coloured
stone granules are embedded. The cured panels are then finished off with 100% pure acrylic glazing to give the product luster, UV
protection and superior weather-resistance, even in severe conditions.
Material
Substrate

ZincAL (55% Aluminium, 43.5% Zinc, 1.5% Silicon)

Material
Thickness

0.40mm TCT (Total Metallic Coating thickness) Tolerance: + 10%

Panel
Size &
Coverage

Lifestile Supreme

Lifestile Shingle

Lifestile Roman

Lifestile Shake

1340mm X 430mm
1265mm X 370mm

1340mm X430m
1330mm X 370mm

1322mm X 430mm
1253mm X 370mm

1390mm x 455mm

PIERCED FIX PROFILES

Features & Benefits:

Lifestile Profiles and Colors

Shingle

Charcoal

Roman

Dark Grey

Teak

Shake

Brick Red

Supreme

Kahawa

Capri Blue

Lifestile Tiling Procedure
Before installing Lifestile panels, please ensure that the structure is done as per the specifications. The panels must always be sidelapped in a left-over-right configuration. Furthermore, laps must face away from valleys or rain- water pipes discharging onto the
roof and where possible, away from the prevalent line of sight. The tiling must be done from the bottom-up.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE
Lifestile Tiles are made to world class standard. We use the finest quality ceramic coated stone chips that resist
fading and ultra violet penetration, sealed on to quality aluminium zinc-alloy coated steel. Our exclusive polymer
coating completes a finish that will remain beautiful for generations.

ATTRACTIVE APPEARANCE

Appearance of Lifestile roofing has a premium finish and design to satisfy the most discerning
homeowner.

LIGHT WEIGHT

At just 2.8kg/pc (5.98kg/sqm) Lifestile roofs are eight times lighter than clay or concrete tiles. This means
less strain on the structure, easier and cheaper construction process.

WIND RESISTANCE

Despite being lightweight, Lifestile roofs are designed to withstand prolonged exposure to winds up to
233 kph.

FIRE RESISTANCE

All the materials that go into Lifestile roofing are non-combustible, ensuring protection from any
airborne fires.
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